MMC WG Meeting Minutes, 14 September 2006

Hyatt Regency Hotel, Bellevue, WA
Sponsored by Microsoft

1. Opening Remarks
The MMC meeting has been authorized by INCITS T10 and will be conducted under the INCITS rules. Ad hoc meetings take no final actions, but prepare recommendations for approval by the INCITS task group. The voting rules for the meeting are those of the parent committee, INCITS T10. For the ad hoc, other than straw votes, the voting rules are: one vote per participating company. The minutes of the MMC meeting will be posted to the T10 Reflector and will be included in the next T10 committee mailing. Attendance at a working group meeting does not count toward minimum attendance requirements for T10 membership. Working group meetings are open to any person or company to attend and to express their opinion on the subjects being discussed.

2. Introductions
Kenji Yoshihara JVC
Henry Gabryjelski Microsoft
Takaharu Ai Panasonic
Bill McFerrin Philips
Keiji Katata Pioneer
Masaetsu Takahashi Ricoh
Norichika Mine Sony NEC Optiarc
Shunsuke Kimura Toshiba
Takao Shirai TSST
Jim Lin Ulead

3. Document Distribution
This agenda
MMC-5 Errata Suggestions (06-367r2)
MMC5R03B.PDF

4. Call for Patents

5. Approval of Agenda

6. Old Business
MMC-5 Errata Suggestions was reviewed and updated based upon WG decisions. The resultant document will be renamed to "MMC-5 Errata Conclusions" and posted to the T10 website as a new document.

MMC5R03B was updated in the meeting to MMC5R04Preliminary - renamed MMC5R03C prior to posting. The editor needs to correct some pagination issues and verify that the WG decisions were all performed correctly. The result, MMC5R04, will be posted to the T10 website.

7. New Business
The chair announced that a new MMC WG Chair is needed and a new MMC-6 editor(s) is needed. The requirements are: each is required to be a listed representative (primary or alternate) of a T10 member
company. The MMC WG will accept nominations and decide on recommendations to the T10 chair during the November meeting.

8. Future Meeting Schedule
The November T10 week is at:

Atrium Suites Las Vegas Hotel
4255 South Paradise Road
Las Vegas, NV 89109

Hosted by Hitachi Global Storage Technologies.

MMC will ask for one day (Wednesday, 8 November).

9. Adjournment
We thank Henry Gabryjelski and Microsoft for sponsoring our meeting.